Case Studies in Transformational Leadership
Mairi Martin, Director of Transformation

• Enhance the quality, delivery and
personalisation of our services to
demonstrably impact on the quality of
live of the people we support;

Primary motivations

• Improve the experience of our
colleagues to attract the very best
people within the sector;

• Create opportunities for resource
reinvestment to concurrently address
issues of pay and reward without over
burdening the system.

The 3 F’s (Freedom, Framework and Fundamentals)

A New
Dynamic
(Moving away from
layers of
management)

LOCAL DELIVERY PILOTS –
TEAM FREEDOM LEARNING PATHWAY
This nine week pathway will include a mix of facilitated sessions online or face to face and some self-directed learning using resources.
The information below will give you an idea of what to expect. More information and support will be given before each of the activities.

1. EXPLORE AND AGREE
YOUR LEARNING

2. INSIGHTS DISCOVERY
PART ONE

As a team you will explore,
identify and agree the learning
you will experience in this
programme.

The session will help you to
develop greater selfawareness about you and your
team.

Building on the first Insights
session, you will explore
further how you will work
together as a team.

You will identify ground rules,
communication methods and
how you to take more
ownership as a team.

Facilitated session.

Facilitated session.

Facilitated session.

Self-directed team
session?

1.5 hours

3. INSIGHTS DISCOVERY
PART TWO

2 hours 15 mins

4. CREATING YOUR
TEAM AGREEMENT

5. TEAM FREEDOM TOOLS

You will explore how to use a
range of tools to help you work
in new and inclusive ways.

Facilitated session.
1.5 hours

2 hours
2 hours?
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6. GIVING AND RECEIVING
FEEDBACK

7. SETTING
TEAM GOALS

8. LEARNING FROM
MISTAKES

9. HOW DID THINGS GO AND
WHAT IS NEXT?

You will learn how to set team
goals where all voices are
heard and included.

You will explore mistakes and
how to deal with these as a
team.

You will reflect on what has
worked well, things to
improve and what you will do
next as a team.

Facilitated if needed.

Facilitated and self-directed.

Facilitated and self-directed.

The session will explore the
importance of peer feedback
and how to provide this.
Facilitated session.
1.5 hours

2.5 hours

1 hour 45 mins

WEEK
NINE

1 hour 15 mins

Technology
• Better Faster Digital (BFD)
• Commenced in July 2020, BFD required thousands of devices
including Chromebooks, mobile phones and MiFis to be provided to services.
We developed learning packages for the What Matters Most App and What
Matters Most SharePoint. We identified over 400 digital champions who
supported their colleagues with their BFD journey.
• Aspire Dashboard
• A set of dashboards providing all the key performance information used
to monitor service activity. Dashboards are personalised for each role within
personal support.
• It’s a quick and easy one-stop-shop to view the metrics and key performance
indicators, a holistic view of how services are meeting their performance
indicators.

Questions

